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Burglary
Residential

18-117710

Union Court

Traffic Stop

18-117803

Belle Terre Pkwy

Reckless
Driver

18-117882

US1

V1 stated that he had moved out of the residence on December 8,
2018 and that when he left the residence at approximately 1800
hours that night, only cleaning supplies and a fish tank remained
within the home. V1 advised that he returned to the residence
today at approximately 1330 hours and found the back door open
with broken glass on the ground. V1 further stated that a medium
sized rock was on the floor in the hallway near the backdoor and
that one of the panes of the multi-pane back door was broken out.
John advised that nothing appeared to be missing from the home
and that nothing else appeared to be damaged. V1 estimated the
back door’s damage at approximately $300.00.
FCSO observed a black and green in color dirt bike being operated
by a white male, travel south on Belle Terre Parkway, in the area of
Burroughs Drive, Palm Coast, Florida. The vehicle had no lights and
no tag displayed. A traffic stop was attempted but the suspect did
not stop. The suspect fled to the Braddock Lane area. Several units
responded to the area but did not locate the suspect.
A citizen called in a reckless Audi Northbound on US1 all over both
lanes of the roadway. FCSO located the vehicle on US1 in Bunnell,
which they observed failing to maintain a lane, and attempted a
traffic stop of the vehicle. The vehicle fled onto W State Road 100
and was not pursued. Putnam County SO advised they located the
vehicle abandoned on Old San Mateo Road with a flat front tire.
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